
200-250kg/h No Pollution Flat Lollipop Making
Machine With High Speed
Specifications :

Payment Terms L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword flat lollipop making machine,lollipop making machine,lollipop maker machine

Detail Introduction :
Flat Lollipop Making Machine

The lollipop Maker Machine is suitable for producing different shapes and sizes of lollipops such as
flat, ball, rectangular, and shaped. By changing molds, different kinds of lollipops can be produced at
the same time in the same machine, saving labor, material, and unnecessary breakdowns and errors
and reducing production costs to a certain extent.
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Difference between Small Lollipop Making Machine and traditional.
Lollipop Stick Making Machine vs.

Lollipop Making Machine   Traditional Method
 It is an advanced lollipop-making machine that can
produce lollipops of various sizes, flavors, and shapes
under strict hygienic conditions.

It requires a lot of manual labor to run and does not
guarantee hygiene and safety during the production
process.

The overall electrical integration and steam control
make the operation easy and the utilization of sugar
perfect.

The operation is not convenient and easy to causes the
waste of sugar material.

Equipped with a continuous vacuum pot to guarantee
the quality of sugar dough.

Quality cannot be guaranteed.

According to the change of molds, different shapes of
candies can be made.

Need to change molds manually, which is time-
consuming and laborious.
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The component structure of Flat Lollipop Making Machine.
The component structure of Lollipop Machine.

1 Automatic weighing and mixing system
2 Pressure dissolution system
3 Microfilm pot
4 Liquid reservoir
5 Cooling channel

Features of Flat Lollipop Making Machine.
1. Customers can weigh, transfer and mix automatically through the touch screen, and the recipe is
stored in the PLC programming, which needs to be applied easily and freely.
2. PLC, touch screen, and servo drive systems are manufactured with advanced technology for more
stable performance and longer service life.
3. The data can change the lollipop weight on the touch screen. More accurate precipitation and
continuous production minimize the amount of lollipop loss.
4. Equipped with a menu-type operation interface, easy operation and maintenance, high efficiency,
and low noise.
5. Optional ball-type and flat-type lollipop inserting machines are available to produce the same
production line lollipops.
We have experienced many years of development and have become a Lollipop Candy Making
Machine manufacturer, integrating R&D, production, sales, and after-sales. We have a strong
technical force, high-level management personnel and strong production capacity, and perfect
tracking quality inspection. Welcome to visit us!
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